SILENT 300 PRESTIGE
Diesel powered screw pump for pumping and spraying

PRESTIGE Eco T Power

APPLICATIONS

20 HP Diesel
Model # 1106132

For mixing, pumping and spraying of mortars in bags or
from silo: premixed materials, cement or gypsum based
premixed materials, fireproofing, grouts, epoxies, selfleveling underlayments or repair mortars.

Safety sensor system stops
the mixing paddles if the grid is
opened

Innovative System

All the drive systems are
hydraulic, very safe and very little
maintenance

The high capacity mixer (6.5 CF) with
hydraulic drive is powerful and reliable

ECO TPOWER
Adjusts engine RPMs according to power demands
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High capacity hopper (7 CF), 3
run hard batch after batch
3
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Kohler Focs 1003/3 cyl. diesel engine
14 CF/m compressor
2L6 screw pump
66’ + 33’ material hose Ø 35 mm (1-3/8”)
16’ material whip hose Ø 25 mm (1”)
2 clean-out sponges
53’ + 66’ air hose Ø 13 mm (9/16”)
1 hose holder fitting
Tiltable mixer
Hydraulic variable speed pump
Tow package for highway use
Metal accessory box

+
OPTIONAL ELECTRONIC WATER METER

Part # 1107209
AQUA CONTROL electronic water meter:
for quick and easy addition of metered water
put into the mixer for every batch.

STANDARD PRESSURE WASHER

Recommended accessories for

Part # 1107208
2,000 PSI pressure washer cleans
effectively with minimal blow-back.

Traditional & premixed mortar
3
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1107036 - Vibrating screen
1107149 - Pumping Unit IM25L (for course aggregate)
1107577 - Spray gun for traditional & premixed mortar
1107560 - 5-piece kit up to Ø 16 mm (5/8”)

Self-levelling floor screeds and flowable grouts
3 1107090 Pumping Unit 60.12 for self-levelling underlayments

DIESEL MOTOR

3-cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel engine that
meets the latest EPA regulations and reduces
noise. 2400 rpm operating speed for less
wear and low fuel consumption.

CONTROL PANEL

Anti-vibration control panel with
electromechanical controls
(Standard hour meter)

Motor power rate ISO 3046/1-IFN
HP
Compressor flow rate
CF/m
Max pumpable grain size
In.
Variable theoretic flow rate
CY/h
Max pressure
PSI
Hopper capacity
CF
Mixer capacity
CF
Dimensions length/width/height (mixer tilted) In.
Weight
Lbs.
Sound pressure level
dB (A)

20 (at 2400 rpm)
14
1/4 (2L6)
0 - 4.5 (2L6)
580 (2L6)
7
6.3
131.5/53.5/53
1,653
< 78

(*) The road towing is valid only in the countries where it is allowed.
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